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Ultimate Sticker Book Train Ultimate Sticker Books
Meet The Avengers in an incredible, super-sized sticker collection. This bumper Marvel Avengers Assemble! Ultimate Sticker Book is packed with more than 250 easy-to-peel colour stickers. Join the Earth's mightiest heroes as they assemble to battle the most lethal villains the universe can throw at them. Featuring your favourite Avengers - Iron Man, Captain America, Thor, Hulk, Wasp and Ant-Man - and some of their most fearsome foes. Great scenes taken straight from the comics mean you can create your own actionpacked adventures. Don't forget, you can use your stickers again and again. If you still want more, there are tons of cool facts about The Avengers to dazzle your friends.
Find out all about diggers and dumpers and build your very own collection of these earth-shaking vehicles! Create your own stories with the 60, reusable, easy-peel, stickers and have a roaring good time!
Get up close to different types of tractor in this fun sticker activity book. A fun, tractor-themed book packed with puzzles, quizzes, and, of course, lots and lots of stickers! This colorful children's activity book contains more than 250 stickers. The stickers are reusable and easy-to-peel--perfect for little fingers to add to pages again and again! Kids will love this journey into the world of tractors, learning about different types of tractor, and the important jobs that they do. Fascinating facts accompany simple, fun activities such as
follow-the-trail, puzzles to complete the images, and a tractors quiz. Children will learn about the vehicles themselves, but also about what they do in the wider world. Children are challenged to find the correct stickers to fill in the blanks in the images, and are encouraged to be creative and create their own scene out of stickers. The combination of fun activities and information means that kids can learn as they play. Discover tons of tractors, trucks, and trailers!
Children learn about puppies by using stickers to create information files.
LEGO Star Wars Minifigures Ultimate Sticker Collection
Blank Sticker Book
Coloring Activity Pages for Preschooler
Train Stickers
Train Ultimate Sticker Book

Go on an amazing sticker adventure with your favourite super hero, Spider-Man. This Spider-Man Ultimate Sticker Book Amazing Adventures allows you to make your own Spider-Man cartoon scenes from his Amazing Adventures, as you stick stickers onto special full-colour backgrounds. Meet Spider-Man's friends and foes, including Green Goblin, Sandman and Rhino and read all about the key battles they have had. This super-sized sticker
book is packed with more than 250 easy-peel stickers that can be used more than once and colourful images from Marvel's Spider-Man comic series.
The Ultimate Spotlight™ books have all the fun, facts, and hands-on action of the incredibly successful Ultimate series, but in a focused, more compact, and affordable format. Flaps, pull tabs, and many other moveable parts show young children how these mighty engines have helped people travel and transport goods throughout history. Pull a tab to open train doors, lift flaps to see inside a train car, or turn a wheel to see different types of
trains. Chock-full of surprising details and beautiful illustrations, this interactive book is a must-have for young train and transportation enthusiasts
From the first locomotive built in 1804 to the high-speed bullet train, The Big Book of Trains is the perfect ebook for kids who love trains. Includes amazing facts and photographs of trains around the world, The Big Book of Trains covers the history of trains and train travel. Different types of trains are featured on their own spreads, and each page features multiple images to give a close-up view as well as informative text about each train. See
the differences among monorails, passenger trains, and TGVs. Learn about pistons, fireboxes, boilers, and coupling rods, and find out exactly what they do to help the train travel down on the tracks. See key features of each train model and discover the difference between steam trains and diesels. Find out how trains are designed for certain jobs and tasks, including mountain trains, snow trains, and freight trains. Look at the biggest and
fastest trains in the world. With incredible pictures and informative text, The Big Book of Trains is the essential ebook for young readers who want to know everything about trains.
Add 32 sticker images of passengers, railway cars, porters, crossing signals, a water tank, and more to a charming background scene and bring a country railroad station to life.
Ultimate Spotlight: Trains
Diggers and Dumpers
3 Day Potty Training
The Zoo
Lego City Ultimate Sticker Collection
Enter the world of LEGO® Jurassic World(TM) with this exciting sticker collection, featuring more than 1,000 stickers of dinosaurs, characters, and vehicles. Travel to Isla Nublar and come eye to eye with amazing Ankylosauruses. Jump on your LEGO Jurassic World off-road truck and chase down a Triceratops. Rescue a Pteranodon with a net shooter, and run from a rampaging T. rex! This LEGO Jurassic World Ultimate Sticker Collection makes the perfect gift for fans of Jurassic
World and LEGO bricks alike. ©2020 The LEGO Group. ©2020 Universal Studios.
Brand new from the LEGO® universe - over 1,000 reusable stickers and stories from the incredible world of LEGO® Legends of Chima LEGO® Legends of Chima Ultimate Sticker Collection is packed with an incredible 1,000 reusable stickers of your favourite Chima characters, minifigures and toys. Featuring activities and stories all about the tribes of animals that rule the mystical world of Chima, only you can help them as they compete for control over the magical natural
resource known as Chi. Stickers of Cragger the crafty crocodile and Lennox the heroic lion bring these battles to life; watch as they go head to head in their quest for Chi. Explore the locations, engage with the weapons and read all about the history of Chima and just why the crocodiles and the lions are fighting. Embark on a real adventure with the LEGO® Legends of Chima Ultimate Sticker Collection. It's a whole new world.
Featuring more than 1,000 stickers of the latest LEGO� City sets and minifigures, this new sticker collection takes readers on an adventure through the bustling streets of LEGO City. Meet brave police officers and firefighters as they work to keep LEGO City safe. Visit the busy train station as minifigures race to catch their trains and head to the airport where a very important arrival has just flown in. Enjoy a delicious picnic in LEGO City park, then go to the beach and cool down
in the sea. Have fun finding the stickers for each page, and create your own lively LEGO City scenes. LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Minifigure and the Brick and Knob configurations are trademarks and/or copyrights of the LEGO Group. All rights reserved. �2017 The LEGO Group. Manufactured by Dorling Kindersley, 345 Hudson St., New York, NY 10014, US under license from the LEGO Group.
Each Ultimate Sticker Book presents an array of colorful, photographic stickers of baby animals or dinosaurs, the U.S. Presidents or the night sky - there's something for everyone. Young children will love working with these durable, reusable stickers, and they can have fun using the stickers to make picture books and projects on their own. These entertaining books provide a hands-on way to explore new subjects. (And some of the stickers even glow in the dark!) Includes over
60 full-color, self-adhesive stickers.
LEGO® Ninjago Ultimate Sticker Collection
Ultimate Sticker Collection: Spider-Man
Space Coloring and Activity Book for Kids
Build Your Own Trains Sticker Book
LEGO® Friends Ultimate Sticker Collection
Marvel fans young and old will have hours of web-slinging fun with the more than 1,000 reusable vibrant stickers featured in DK's Ultimate Sticker Collection: Marvel's Spider-Man. Use your imagination and Spidey powers to create adventure-packed scenes featuring Spider-Man, Mary Jane, the Green Goblin, Sandman and more! © 2017 MARVEL
Explore Ultimate Sticker Book: Space, an out of this world sticker book filled with amazing facts, fun activities, and more than 250 reusable stickers. Learn about stars, planets, black holes, and more while creating your own stellar space scenes. Travel through space with Ultimate Sticker Book: Space. Taking subjects that kids love, from dinosaurs to baby animals to transportation, DK's Ultimate Sticker Book series is being refreshed and updated and now features more than 250 fun, reusable stickers. Packed with activities that
allow children to create scenes, match pairs, and complete jigsaws, the activities throughout each book are simple enough for the child to do independently, but engaging enough to keep their interest and help develop dexterity, making these books products parents can trust, and ones that kids will want to keep picking up to learn more about their favorite subjects.
3 Day Potty Training is a fun and easy-to-follow guide for potty training even the most stubborn child just 3 days. Not just for pee and poop but for day and night too! Lora’s method is all about training the child to learn their own body signs. If the parent is having to do all the work, then the child isn’t truly trained, but with Lora’s method your child will learn when their body is telling them that they need to use the potty and they will communicate that need to you.
How does a steam train work? What are bogie wheels? Why are there so many different kinds of wagons and coaches. Read this book and find out. The books in this series combine text with illlustrations to fire the imagination.
LEGO Jurassic World Ultimate Sticker Collection
Ultimate Sticker Collection: Lego City
Dragon Ultimate
Reptile
The Big Book of Trains
This giant collection features more than 1,000 stickers from the LEGO City line of toys. Planes, trains, fire engines, and construction machines—you'll find them all in here!
Meet and learn about the animals and plants of the jungle, from the African elephant to the toucan, in Ultimate Sticker Book: Jungle. With information about the animal kingdom and the jungle habitat, this sticker book is packed with amazing photographs, cool facts, and fun activities, and includes more than 250 reusable stickers. Kids can create their own scene, complete a picture jigsaw puzzle, test their knowledge with a fun sticker quiz, discover which animals rule the jungle and which stay hidden in the grass, and much more. Ultimate Sticker Book: Jungle is perfect for young animal lovers and
explorers, and is sure to keep them busy for hours. Series Overview: Taking subjects that kids love, from dinosaurs to baby animals to transportation, DK's Ultimate Sticker Book series is refreshed and updated and now features more than 250 fun, reusable stickers. Packed with activities that allow children to create scenes, match pairs, and complete jigsaws, the activities throughout each book are simple enough for the child to do independently, but engaging enough to keep their interest and help develop dexterity, making these books products parents can trust, and ones that kids will want to
keep picking up to learn more about their favorite subjects.
Kids will love joining young Han aboard the Millennium Falconfor many thrilling adventures. Solo- A Star Wars Story Ultimate Sticker Collection is illustrated with action-packed images from the movie, accompanied by fun, easy-to-read reference text. Join the heroes and villains as they plan missions, explore new planets, perform daring escapes, and pilot superfast starships.
LEGO® Ninjago comes to life in this ultimate sticker collection. Long ago, the first master of Spinjitzu created the world of Ninjago . . . and now, DK has created the LEGO Ninjago Ultimate Sticker Collection! This super-sized sticker book is packed with colourful images and more than 1000 re-usable, easy-peel stickers. Featuring the most popular minifigures from the exciting world of LEGO Ninjago, from wise Sensei Wu, evil Lord Garmadon, the brave Ninjago ninjas - you'll find them all in here. LEGO Ninjago Ultimate Sticker Collection is a must-have for fans of the Ninjago: Masters of Spinjitzu.
Trains Coloring Book for Kids
Ultimate Sticker Book Tractor
LEGO® Spooky! Ultimate Sticker Collection
A Star Wars Story Ultimate Sticker Collection
My Best Book of Trains

Fans of Monster Jam will find their vehicles in this new series of Wheelie-shaped board books that little drivers can race anywhere. Full color.
A construction toy in sticker book form, with lots of different types of train to build using the stickers provided. Satisfyingly stylish and detailed artwork will appeal to children of all ages and each train is accompanied by its specifications, including dimensions, number of crew and top speed.
"Learn all about trains with this informative and fun sticker book"--Page 4 of cover.
Step into the world of LEGO Friends with more than 1000 fab stickers Packed full of stickers and fun facts about your favourite LEGO Friends Mia, Emma, Andrea, Stephanie and Olivia, LEGO Friends Ultimate Sticker Collection is perfect for all young fans of LEGO Friends and their adventures in Heartlake City. Containing over 1000 full-colour reusable stickers of the minidoll characters, their likes and dislikes, accessories, pets, favourite places and more, LEGO
storylines give you bite-sized facts about the world of Heartlake City, match your sticker to the story and learn as you go. And of course the stickers are reusable, so you can use them again and again! O Friends Ultimate Sticker Collection takes you straight to the heart of Heartlake City for fun, games and stickers!
Puppy
Thomas the Tank Engine All Aboard! My First Sticker Book
Train Station Sticker Activity Book
Trains
Train

Friends Ultimate Sticker Collection is the key to the world of LEGO

Friends as you've never seen it before. Descriptions and

Join in the fun on Sodor! Help Thomas and his friends find all the things they need for a very busy day. Little Thomas fans will love finding the big stickers to complete the scenes in this first sticker book. With 8 exciting scenes and over 50 colourful stickers, this fun sticker book allows readers to join in the adventures!
Does your child love trains? Then come aboard and give this fun trains coloring book to your child! They will have a superb time coloring the attractive train images found inside this trains coloring book for kids while stimulating their creativity and imagination. Get a copy now! Age specifications: * Train coloring book for toddlers* Train coloring book for preschoolers* Train coloring book for kids ages 2-4* Train coloring book for kids ages 4-8 TAGS trains coloring, train coloring book, kids
coloring book, boys coloring book, train, train coloring books, 2017 trains, color train, children trains book, most popular children coloring book, boys train coloring, new coloring book, 2017 coloring book, 2017 new trains, trains picture book, best trains book, coloring books for toddlers, coloring books for preschoolers, coloring books for kids
Depicts the final battle of Bazil Broketail, the legendary "battledragon," and his young human sorceror, "dragonboy" Relkin, against the Empire of the Rose's ancient enemy, the black magician Deceiver
Blank Sticker Book Activity Album for Collecting Stickers, Ocean Cover Do you have to constantly remove stickers from floors, walls, or your child's face? Then a place where you can keep your children's stickers collection in one place is not a bad idea at all! Reward your enthusiastic sticker collector with a notebook where he/she can attach all his/her beloved stickers. Let this Blank Sticker Book be your partner on your favourite sticker collection. It has blank pages on which you can
permanently display your valuable stickers. Also ideal to keep your children busy while travelling. Perfectly sized at 8" x 10" Softcover bookbinding Flexible Paperback Blank Pages Ocean Cover
Mazes, Coloring, Dot to Dot, Word Search, and More!, Kids 4-8
Ultimate Sticker Book: Space
Solo
Truck
Ultimate Sticker Book: Jungle
Your little astronaut will be thrilled with this fun-packed Space Coloring and Activity Book for Kids. This activity book for kids contains space-themed puzzles, mazes, dot to dots, color by numbers, picture matching, word searches, coloring pages, and more. Includes pictures of planets, rockets, spaceships, astronauts, aliens, earth, moon and stars. Both educational and entertaining, it provides hours of fun and
educational space-themed amusement. This kids activity book features: Large 8 1/2 x 11 inch pages Printed on heavy-duty pure white paper Printed single side for ease of removal and display More than 60 pages of activities Space word search Space connect the dots Space mazes Space step-by-step drawing tutorials Space coloring pages
Examines trains and railway systems from all over the world, from the super-sleek bullet train of Japan to the remote mountain railways of Mexico. 6 yrs+
Get stuck-in! Discover all about trains with this fantastic Ultimate Sticker book. Choose stickers from more than 60 in the book and either decorate your books and projects or create a scene on the pull-out landscape included. Find out all about trains while having fun!
Parade of vintage trains for railroad buffs of all ages: passenger and cattle cars from 1890, steam locomotive (1900), Streamline Vista-Dome passenger car (1950), much more. 16 stickers.
Dinosaur Sticker Activity Book
Bulldozer
Marvel Avengers Assemble! Ultimate Sticker Book Meet the Team
The Train
Activity Album for Collecting Stickers, Ocean Cover
Hundreds of irresistible, reusable, and collectible stickers to mix, match, and trade! Here are 400 amazingly detailed and vibrantly colored stickers featuring engines, cars, crossing signs, and other icons of railroad life. Whether on windows, notebooks, lunch boxes, or scrapbooks, these peel-and-place stickers are perfect for creating your own work of art—anytime, anywhere. Plus, these stickers are ultra-high quality—when playtime is over they can be peeled up and used again and again!
An entertaining Disney Encanto movie tie-in book for children, featuring more than 100 stickers. Meet a magical family living in a magical home in Disney's new movie Encanto and in this fun sticker book. Travel to Colombia with this ultimate sticker book, featuring beautiful images and artwork from Disney's new movie Encanto. Discover all the key characters, including Mirabel Madrigal and her family, and encounter the magic of the Encanto. Disney Encanto Ultimate Sticker Book will help
kids to relive the wonder of Disney's newest movie. Fun stickering activities will keep kids aged 5-7 entertained for hours and, with more than 100 stickers, there are plenty of extra stickers, too. (c)Disney
Visit a train station and create a colorful fold-out scene with all your favorite trains. DK Picture Stickers in favorite themes offer great value and hours of sticker fun in a terrific accordion-page format. Kids can create an exciting scene on one of the poster-size spreads, and then pull it out to hang in a bedroom or playroom. Fun facts accompany each reusable sticker.
A fun and lively sticker book with over 100 colourful stickers to use to fill the busy zoo scenes. Favourite zoo scenes include the lions and tigers, the aquarium, the elephants and the reptile house.
Spider-Man Ultimate Sticker Book Amazing Adventures
First Sticker Books
Disney Encanto the Ultimate Sticker Book
Eyelike Stickers: Trains
LEGO® Legends of Chima Ultimate Sticker Collection
Have you ever wondered what it's like to sit in a truck cab high above the rest of the traffic? Or to be in control of the biggest vehicle on the road? Open the pages of Truckand imagine you are a member of the team in the recovery truck, or driving in a huge road train. See how each truck is created to do a different job, even off-road racing!
DK's LEGO Spooky! Ultimate Sticker Collection is a must-have for LEGO fans, with over 1,000 reusable stickers. Step into the creepy world of LEGO models that go bump in the night. With spine-chilling stories and full-colour reusable stickers, DK's spooky sticker collection will keep children occupied and entertained for hours. Fun, lively captions reveal fascinating facts about the characters like the Vampire Bat and the Monster Butler and locations like an eerie graveyard and a mysterious ghost train. Exciting activities include the chance to
create your own monster! Dynamic backgrounds allow children to create their own exciting LEGO adventure scenes. Packed with fun facts about all your favourite spooky minifigures and sets, such as vampires, ghosts, monsters and werewolves. Match the colourful sticker to the correct spot in the book or use the extra stickers to create your own LEGO scenes or decorate your belongings. Perfect for any LEGO fan!
Bring LEGO® Star Wars Minifigures to life. Based on the most coveted of Minifigures, those that are part of LEGO Star Wars, the LEGO® Star Wars Minifigures Ultimate Sticker Collection is packed with colourful images and easy-peel stickers based on everyone's favourite LEGO brand, Star Wars. This bumper collection features over reusable 1,000 stickers from the LEGO Star Wars Minifigure toys including their of accessories, weapons, vehicles and more. From Darth Vader to Luke Skywalker and every character inbetween, if they love
LEGO and love Star Wars, the LEGO® Star Wars Minifigures Ultimate Sticker Collection will be a winner.
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